Chapter 3387
Seeing that Jiro was full of tears, Charlie gently patted his shoulder and said in a serious
tone, “Jiro, work well here, neither Orvel nor I will treat you badly.”
Jiro bowed repeatedly with immense gratitude and choked up under his breath, “Mr.
Wade! Thank you! I will definitely! Will definitely work well! I won’t let you and Master
Orvel down! Please don’t worry!”
Charlie saw Jiro keep bowing, his long, unkempt hair tossed back and forth, and smiled
in satisfaction, “Not bad, not bad, I’ve felt your sincerity.”
After that, he looked at Orvel and said, “Orvel, give Jiro another two thousand
allowance, Jiro wants something, or want to eat or drink, you can arrange someone to
buy it for him.”
“The money will be deducted from the two thousand, as long as the things bought do
not violate the principle, are no problem!”
Orvel smiled, “Okay Master Wade!”
After saying that, Orvel looked at Jiro and asked him, “Jiro, Master Wade gave you two
thousand bonus, look at what you want, I will arrange someone to buy it back for you.”
Jiro was excited and said excitedly, “Thank you so much, Mr. Wade, thank you too,
Master Orvel …… I …… want two cigarettes …… want a few pairs of clean underwear ……
want a little sweet snack ……”
Speaking of this, he lowered his head, and his voice also had become like words,
whispering, “That …… I …… also want …… also want some adult …… magazines that
adults read ……”
Orvel heard this, laughed: “Jiro, look at you, are so adult, why are you still embarrassed
to say? Do not worry, you want these, I have them arranged for you!”
Jiro once again burst into tears and said with great excitement, “Thank you, Mr. Wade,
thank you, Master Orvel!”

……
Just as Jiro’s heart couldn’t help but be filled with gratitude to Charlie.
Several of Orvel’s men had already carried the heavy red carpet to the “room” where
Shoude and the others lived.
The so-called room is just a cage made of thumb-thick steel.
Such steel cages, each row has a full ten rooms.
Living in this is no privacy, because only steel fences between each other, if one lets out
a f.art, can spread from the east to the west.
So, when Zynn first came in, he saw all the people living in it at a glance.
Among them, there was his lecherous brother, Shoude.
The original very obese Shoude, during this period of time, has lost more than twenty
pounds of meat.
Although the days are hard, but the person’s complexion looks good, even the original
heavy fatty liver, estimated to have disappeared.
When he first came in, Shoude was indeed very collapsed, the pride of heaven, he grew
up in a privileged position, who has now experienced this kind of day.
But after a long time, everything is also slowly get used to.
Steve and Walter, father and son, have also gotten used to the way of life here, although
there is still resentment inside, but in general, has been able to do accept fate.

